In the framework of 
equal to the Joseph ideal J (1)-i.e., 7rO, is "attached" to the minimal nilpotent orbit and the primitive ideal Ann ir, is completely prime. We assume throughout g is simple.
In this note we extend the methods of ref. 2 to obtain, in a uniform way, analogous results on the construction, unitary structure, and harmonic analysis of a minimal representation 'rr ofGo for each case where 'rw exists. In addition, we explain some of our results on the symplectic geometry of the minimal nilpotent orbit Oiam C g and show how these results underlie our explicit construction of the corresponding minimal representation. In our models the Harish-Chandra module H for 1r, is the space IMY, N1/2) of algebraic sections of the (K-homogeneous) half-form line bundle N112 on a (Khomogeneous) Lagrangian Y of Ongn. (H is spherical if and only if N1/2 is K-equivariantly trivial-this occurred for the three cases treated in ref. 2.) Furthermore, the elements of g act by explicit pseudodifferential operators on r(Y, N1/2). This places our results clearly in the scheme of geometric quantization. Finally, we give explicit formulas in terms of hypergeometric functions for the unitary structure of iro and also for a matrix coefficient of 7rT, restricted to an SL(2, R) root subgroup.
The pairs (g, f) occurring here fall naturally into 10 casessee Table 1 We find that although 0 admits no K-invariant polarization, in fact T* Y and a (ramified) 2-fold covering of 0 share a common smooth symplectic K-invariant open dense set M. Consequently the Hamiltonian G-action on 0 defines an infinitesimal Hamiltonian g-action on M-i.e., an infinitesimal action by vector fields which admits a moment map pu: M--g*. In this way, the infinitesimal f-action on T* Yis being enlarged, over M (but not over all of T* Y), to an infinitesimal g-action. We may thus regard M as "Hamiltonian (g, K)-space." Our construction of M is intrinsic to the geometry of T* Y-one characterization is that M is equal to the union of all K-orbits on T* Y of principal orbit type.
To state our results in more detail we introduce the following. Let 
The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U.S.C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact. Notice that 4K(I) C R(o0,)(M), while fv E R(l,o)(M) and gv E R(-1,2)(M). The action of d fixes EK(E) and transformsfv -gv into cf, -c-lgv, where c E C* s '. The formulas in 1 give the unique expression for 4+(v) in terms of the (local) coordinate system on M formed by A together with functions on M corresponding to a basis of the Heisenberg Lie algebra given by the nilradical of gv.
We next "quantize" the functionsfv and gv in 1-i.e., we convert these functions into pseudodifferential operators on the space of global sections of a (K-homogeneous) "halfform" line bundle N1/2 on Y.
From now on we exclude two cases: (i) g = ?t(n, C), n -3, since there the Joseph ideal is not defined, and (ii) g = ?w(p + q, C) with p + q odd and p, q .4 since there (Howe and) Vogan (8) has shown that no minimal representation exists and, indeed, no K-homogeneous half-form bundle exists. We note that the requirement that 0 meets p* has already excluded the following five cases of non-Hermitian symmetric pairs (g, f): (KI(2n, C), ?op(2n, C)) where n 2 2, (Bo(p + 1, C), Bo(p, C) + 5o(l, C)) where p 2 3, (4p(2p + 2q, C), ?p(2p, C) + 4p(2q, C)) wherep, q . 1, (F4, !5p(9, C)), and (E6, F4). This list follows from the classification in ref. 10 (see Table 1 r is the positive integer or half-integer given in Table I below. The eigenspaces ofE' on H are simple inequivalent K-mod- 4 s q, q is even ules and so in particular H is a multiplicity-free K-module. We have Hp+r V Vp*+,,(p 2 0), so that H = Ep2oVp#+,v where V# and V, is the minimal K-type.
As noted above, the K-type decompositions were already known. The operator E' and its minimal eigenvalue r are completely new, however.
In Table 1 , 1 is the rank of the symmetric pair (g, I). In case viii, p = S3(C2) 8) C2. We may group cases ix and x together by setting p = 3 in x.
Next, we explicitly describe the Hilbert space inner product. First we choose (as we can) nonzero vectors z E Z(p) and so E Z(Hr) such that ((z, zf, z, Z) is an S-triple and so is Kz-invariant. Here z z-P Z denotes the complex conjugation map on g defined by go. In particular, then so and z are highest weight vectors for the K-action with respect to a common choice of positive system. If H is spherical then so is, up to scaling, the constant function 1.
We normalize B by requiring that B(so, so) = 1. Since B is K-invariant it follows that Hp and Hq are B-orthogonal ifp # q and, furthermore, that each restriction BIHp is determined up to a scalar. Hence it suffices to know B on the highest weight vectors 'r(z))(so) E Hn+r, n -0. It Generalizing the notion of spherical function, we have the matrix coefficients corresponding to the minimal K-type in H. We cannot as yet explicitly determine these matrix coefficients. But we can determine their restriction to the root subgroup L, = SL(2, R) of G, corresponding to the span of h = z + z, z, and z. As an example we consider the matrix coefficient co given by co(g) = B(g-so, so), g E Go. (Note that co is just the spherical function in case H is spherical.) The function 4. given by q6(t) = co(exp th'), t E R, determines the value of c0 on L0.
THEOREM 6 x1,x243,k4,l-AP((+ 1) aX1X.aX2j~'aX3,k'aX4,1'
where {i, i'} = {J, j'} = {k, k'} = {l, l'} = {1, 2}.
The normalized pre-Hilbert space structure B on H is such that B(xp j/n!, xpJ/n!) = The normalized pre-Hilbert space structure B on H is such that B(U~n2 n I' u'.,n+2xln!) (3n + 3)! B(IXixi/n!, u?" 2x'/n!) -33n3!n!(n + 1)!(n + 1)! where i, j E {1, 2}. Full details and proofs of the results announced here and in ref. 2 
